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Stories

‘Manage Up’ to Show Your Value

I

f you are chugging away at work and producing great results, chances
are your boss will focus more on his or her work. You don’t appear to
need anything. So it goes in many workplaces—the boss doesn’t
notice what the staff is doing unless something goes wrong.

News and views of IU

The autonomy may seem liberating, but you should “manage up” so your
boss knows the value you bring to the organization. If your supervisor
doesn’t know your value, you may stay a well-kept secret, stunting your
professional growth.
So don’t wait for an annual performance review to showcase yourself.
Schedule a periodic check-in or send written updates documenting your
results and initiatives. Consider creating a portfolio that illustrates
exactly how you impact your organization positively. IU alumna Nancy
Ross, BA’80, an executive coach and leadership-development expert,
says managing up is more than just verifying your value.

Full Metal Juicy Fruit?
IUPUI researchers aid the military’s fight against plaque and
gingivitis. The weapon of choice? Chewing gum.
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wait until they leave combat duty to receive care.
“It’s a great expense [for
the Army], and it’s also a
readiness thing,” Zero says.
Phase 1 of the study began in February. Results
aren’t expected until next
year, according to Zero,
but he likes his team’s
chances because researchers are working with a
pharmaceutical active
agent, KSL-W, that is a
known quantity. Developed by Kai Leung, a civilian
scientist who works for the
U.S. military, it’s a synthetic
version of a natural antimicrobial
peptide, or AMP.
Zero says AMPs are part of the
body’s “surveillance system to control bacteria that can be harmful to
the body.” In the case of KSL-W, it
“disrupts the sub-membrane of
the bacteria. It shows selective antibacterial qualities against bacteria
that are known to cause tooth decay.
That’s the basis for selecting this
compound.”
Leung adds: “The pharmaceutical
active, KSL-W peptide, is one of the
more potent molecules showing stability in the oral cavity.”
In the study’s first phase, the Oral

Here are some more managing-up more strategies to work into
interactions with your boss:
Match behavioral style. Observe your boss’s behavioral and
communication style. The more you match your style to your boss’s
style, the more he or she will really hear what you’re saying.

Another IU
Dental Milestone
The anti-plaque, antigingivitis chewing gum
now under study for the
military wouldn’t be the first
breakthrough in dental health
associated with the IU School of Dentistry. In the 1950s, Joseph Muhler, BS’47,
DDS’48, PhD’52, conducted clinical trials
involving the stannous fluoride formula that
would become the decay-preventing agent in
Crest toothpaste. In 1968, royalties from the
sale of Crest toothpaste were used to establish
the School of Dentistry’s Oral Health Research
Institute. Today, the institute conducts clinical
trials for the biggest players in the pharmaceutical and consumer packaged goods industries,
including Johnson & Johnson and Unilever.
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The toughest, most advanced flak
jacket in the world can’t protect
American soldiers from dental
problems, but the IU Oral Health
Research Institute at IUPUI might
have the solution.
The institute is engaged in a
$1.2-million study that aims to
discover whether a synthetic antibacterial compound called KSL-W
can be effectively added to chewing
gum given to active-duty soldiers,
who find it difficult or even impossible to brush their teeth regularly.
Domenick T. Zero and Melissa
Mau, BS’89, directors of the institute,
hope the gum will minimize routine
dental problems—like tooth decay
and periodontal (gum) disease—that
brushing normally holds in check.
“The military truly does have
some issues related to oral health in
the sense that many of the soldiers
who get recruited into the Army
already have a lot of dental needs,”
Zero says. “So to make them ready
for service, there’s a lot of expense
associated with taking care of those
dental needs.”
And it doesn’t end there. Zero
says soldiers continue to need care
with problems such as toothaches,
gum problems, and emergencies
that happen while soldiers are in the
field. Some soldiers, he says, must

“I think of it as giving your boss whatever he or she
needs—which could be data, praise, or support to
soothe frayed nerves—to make your boss feel
comfortable. That comfort lets you and your team
move ahead, without the boss getting involved in the
project in a way that could derail it, change direction
inappropriately, or slow it down.”

Health Research Institute—which serves
as the research arm of the IU School of
Dentistry—will administer the gum to
137 healthy adults between the ages of 18
and 64. The number and frequency of
doses will gradually be increased as the
study moves from phase 1 to phase 2.
In phase 2, subjects with a baseline
plaque and gingivitis score will be introduced into the study, says Zero, with the
goal of establishing a “proof of concept”—
meaning KSL-W is proven to be effective
as an anti-plaque, anti-gingivitis agent.
“If it is effective in this product, it could
be incorporated into other products,” says
Zero. But don’t cancel your dental appointment and head to the candy aisle just yet—
the U.S. Food and Drug Administration
would first have to regulate the gum as a
prescribed drug.

Mirror communication. Find out your boss’s preferred method—
email, in-person drop-ins, or strategic memos. Be sure to pass along
information to him or her regularly.
Consistently perform. Bring your “A game” to work daily and stay
focused on doing your best. The complainers and slackers are always
visible, so guard your reputation wisely and do your best work.

Caroline Dowd-Higgins, BM’89, MM’95, is the IUAA’s director of
professional enrichment.

MORE
NEXT
ISSUE!

P.S. While you’re spending the summer managing up,
we’re working on a careers-oriented set of features
for the next issue of the magazine. We’ve pulled
together a great lineup of IU alumni and experts to
guide you in a wide range of professional pursuits.
Look for it in September!
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New & Noteworthy

awards

IU’s Top Teachers

Meryl Streep accepts an honorary
IU degree to the applause of IU
President Michael A. McRobbie.

On April 4 in Bloomington, 11 faculty members and three graduate students were recognized at the IU’s annual Celebration of Distinguished Teaching for their outstanding teaching, research, or service to the university. Here we introduce you to five of IU’s best.

Kim Saxton
MBus’96, PhD’97

Mathematics, IUN
President’s Award for
Teaching

Business, IUPUI
President’s Award for
Teaching

A firm believer in students’ innate ability not only to learn,
but to learn extraordinary
things, Jon Becker tailors his
teaching methods to suit individual needs. A senior lecturer
in IU Northwest’s Department
of Mathematics and Actuarial
Science, he’s been praised by
his students as “energetic” and
lauded for his use of popculture and real-world examples. The approach illustrates
the intricacies — and everyday
applications — of mathematics
and makes the subject seem
less abstract. “I enjoy mathematics, so it is easy to be enthusiastic about the topic,”
Becker says. “But I also recognize that many students do not
like the subject.”

Top teacher
Jeanne Sept’s
advice for top
students:

Saxton enjoyed a highly successful run in the corporate
world, working for the likes of
Indianapolis-based Eli Lilly &
Co. and Xanodyne Pharmaceuticals in Newport, Ky. Now a
clinical associate professor at
the Kelley School of Business,
she’s taken her affinity for
technology and data and applied it in the classroom, where
she has been a strong proponent of online learning and
e-textbooks. She’s also an advocate for service learning and
civic engagement. Saxton's
students have engaged in marketing and fundraising services
for organizations such as Riley
Children’s Hospital, the Special
Olympics, and the Little Red
Door Cancer Center.

Jeanne M. Sept

Anthropology, IUB
Frederic Bachman
Lieber Memorial Award

Sept joined the IU faculty in
1987 and has held a number of
administrative and leadership
posts, though perhaps her
greatest impact on the university has occurred in the classroom. She employs all methods, from high technology to
physical demonstration. One
colleague recalls her “bentknee shambling across the
lecture hall” to demonstrate
how prehistoric human ancestors may have walked. And her
influence extends to other
faculty and instructors. “Before working with Jeanne, I did
not really know how to communicate with students as an
instructor. She taught me how
to teach,” says Robert Mahaney, MA’13, a PhD candidate
in anthropology at IU.

David H.K. Nguyen
BS’03, JD/MBA’06

Education, IUB
Lieber Memorial
Teaching Associate
Award

After seven years of practicing
law in Indianapolis, David H.K.
Nguyen came to IU in 2011 to
pursue a doctoral degree in the
Department of Educational
Leadership and Policy Studies.
“Education is my calling,” he
says. True to his word, while
completing his master’s studies
at IU, the son of Vietnamese
immigrants traveled to Ho Chi
Minh City to serve as a visiting
university professor. His IU
students say he is relatable and
accessible. “He made our class
of 20 to 30 students a community,” says former student
Paige Lehman. “He saw us all
as not only students, not only
as people, but as colleagues
and future educators.”

H Talk to your professors during their office hours — face-to-face. The better you get
to know your profs, the more we can help you learn.
H Try something new. Explore and take classes in subjects you are unfamiliar with. Give
yourself the chance to grow and find new passions in unexpected ideas.
H Look for connections between classes where you least expect them, and think through
what you find most intriguing, and why.
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Roger Temam

Mathematics, IUB
Distinguished Professor

Don’t be fooled by his area of
expertise. Temam’s mathematics are anything but theoretical.
He has been lauded for his work
in applying math to geoscience,
climatology, and engineering.
And he has influenced legions
of mathematicians. Among
those tracked by the website
Math Genealogy, Temam tops
the list for most graduate
students receiving PhDs (112),
and he has 407 “mathematical
descendants.” On the publishing front, Temam’s 1977 book
about computation fluid dynamics, Navier-Stokes Equations, remains a definitive text
in the field. “No other book on
this subject deserves to be
mentioned in the same breath,”
says Max D. Gunzburger, an
eminent professor at Florida
State University.

MORE TOP
TEACHERS
See the complete list
of 2014 Distinguished
Teaching award
winners at
go.iu.edu/bHK

Film Legend Honored
IU Bloomington received a jolt of star power on April 16 when Hollywood
icon Meryl Streep, LHD'14, visited the campus and received an honorary
doctoral degree. Streep—the recipient of three Academy Awards—also
delivered the Jorgensen Guest Filmmaker Lecture at the IU Auditorium.
The IU Cinema screened a number of her films, including Sophie’s Choice.

iu mints new class of graduates
A week of Commencement ceremonies in early May celebrated IU's 18,829 graduating
students. The graduates come from each of Indiana's 92 counties, all 50 states, and 123
countries. At IU Bloomington, President of Ireland Michael D. Higgins, MA'67, LHD'14,
addressed both of the campus's undergraduate ceremonies and received an honorary
doctorate. An honorary doctorate also went to former U.S. Treasury Secretary Paul
O'Neill, MPA'66, LHD'14, who addressed IUB's graduate-student ceremony.

s t r e e p, c h r i s m e y e r , I U c o m m u n i c at i o n s

Jon Becker
BS’88, MS’96

bulls, thetas top Little 500
Black Key Bulls avoided a multiple-bike pileup late in the men's Little 500 on its way to the
checkered flag on April 26. Phi Delta Theta, Delta Tau Delta, Sigma Phi Epsilon, and Phi
Gamma Delta rounded out the top five. In the women's race on April 25, Kappa Alpha
Theta topped Teter Cycling in a sprint to the finish. Alpha Chi Omega, Phi Mu, and Cru
took third through fifth. The women's race included a parade lap to show support for rider
Lauren Gill, who is recovering after being seriously injured during practice on April 19.
state taps professor as poet laureate
Longtime IPFW English professor George Kalamaras, BS'80, began his term as Indiana's
poet laureate on Jan. 1. By February, he had launched a new poetry website for the state
(wabashwatershed.com). Kalamaras, the author of six books, came to IPFW in 1990. His
wife, Mary Ann Cain, BA'80, is also an IPFW faculty member.
a l um n i . i n d i a n a . e d u / m a g a z i n E
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Cracking Another Genetic Code
Scientist with IU Roots Earns Japan Prize for EpigenEtics Work
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holi, ann schertz

SPLASH OF COLOR

Students at IUB celebrate the colorful Hindu holiday known as Holi. Originally an agricultural and religious festival that marked the coming of spring
and the triumph of good over evil, the holiday has become a time to let loose,
have fun, and renew old acquaintances. One element of the Holi tradition—
enjoyed by these IU students on April 23 in the courtyard of the Collins Living-Learning Center—involves observers throwing colored powder on each
other, or mixing the powder with water, filling up balloons or water pistols,
and bombarding each other. “It’s a time when social pressures are relieved
and social structures disappear,” says Michael Dodson, director of IU’s Dhar
India Studies Program. “It’s a playful, fun, exuberant time.”

chemical modifications made to this epigenome (“epi”
At the intersection of genes and disease is a relatively
meaning above or on top of) give scientists those new
new — and potentially history-making — field of research:
insights into disease.
epigenetics. And a major figure in the field is IU-educated
The potential of epigenetics is so great that Steve Jobs —
C. David Allis, MA’77, PhD’78.
near the time of his death from cancer in 2011 — reportedly
Allis, a professor at the Rockefeller University in
spent upward of $100,000 to have his genome mapped. His
New York City and head of Rockefeller’s Laboratory of
hope was that doctors would tailor a medical treatment to
Chromatin Biology and Epigenetics, says that epigenetic
his particular DNA sequence. The efforts were in vain, but
research can reveal critical new insights into why people
in turning to epigenetics to save his life, Jobs catapulted the
are afflicted with everything from the flu to intellectual
little-known field into the public eye.
disabilities and even rare forms of cancer.
Allis, a Cincinnati native, studied at IU Bloomington
Epigenetics is “exploding with disease links, cancer
under influential genetic biologist Anthony Mahowald.
especially,” Allis says. “Our job is to figure out how to get
“It was a terrific lab environment,” Allis wrote in a peron top of it.”
sonal narrative for the Japan Prize. “The lab people were
For his work in the field, Allis received the 2014 Japan
great; they remain to this day some of my closest friends. I
Prize in Life Sciences. Not only is the Japan Prize one of
have tried to copy Tony’s ‘style’ in all
the most distinguished and prestiof my own lab groups.”
gious awards a scientist can receive, it
Vera Bradley Foundation
Allis returned to IUB campus in
is worth nearly $500,000 and inincreases Commitment to
2011 to deliver the Tracy M. Soncludes a trip to Japan for a personal
Cancer Research
neborn Lecture, an address titled “Bemeeting with Emperor Akihito.
The Indiana University Melvin and
yond the Double Helix: Varying the
Epigenetics arose from research
Bren Simon Cancer Center received
‘Histone Code.’”
into chromatin biology, which rethe second-largest gift in its history
Though not as well-known as the
vealed that DNA is not the be-all, endin January when the Vera Bradley
Nobel Prize, the Japan Prize has been
all determinant of our genetic
Foundation pledged $15 million in
awarded since 1985 — and its honormakeup it was once thought to be.
support of breast cancer research.
ees represent the absolute pinnacle of
“Most current biologists have
The gift raises the foundation’s
scientific achievement. Asked what
grown up learning that DNA is the
total commitment since 1998 to $35
he and his wife, Barb, intend to do
ultimate source of our heredity,” Allis
million. It will provide continued
with the prize money, Allis demurs,
says. “It’s come as a big surprise that
funding for the Vera Bradley Foundabut he says that at least a portion of it
you can inherit something beyond
tion for Breast Cancer Research
will go toward causes important to
DNA — the epigenome.”
Laboratories. It will also establish the
their three children.
DNA, he explains, co-exists in
Vera Bradley Foundation Scholars
“They each had an idea, and we’re
cells with proteins known as hisProgram, a training initiative for
good with that,” he says. “That won’t
tones, which can determine
future leaders—researchers as well
completely use [the prize money] all
whether a gene is expressed.
as caregivers—in the fight against
up. [But] it’s not about going off and
Taken together, strands of DNA
breast cancer.
buying a beach house. That’s not
and histones combine to form
our style.”
what’s known as chromatin, and
alumni.indiana.edu/magazinE
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